
Loading Dock Protector

The Loading Dock Protector is a complete two-way blocking 

solution for increased safety in the everyday operations of 

the industrial sector, when trucks need to approach and leave 

loading ramps. 

 
 Avoid accidents at work

 Avoid stoppage / operating loss

 Avoid expenses for damaged 
 loading ramps / gates
 

 



Loading Dock Protector prevents accidents and injuries at loading 
ramps and gates.

Loading Dock Protector is specially developed for preventing accidents and injuries while also protecting 
loading ramps, gates and other material from collisions with semi-trailers. 

The light tower sends clear signals to 
the truck driver, signaling how to proceed 
when they arrive at an accessible loading 
ramp / gate.

The control signal lets the truck driver 
know when it is safe to leave the loading 
ramp / gate.

Loading Dock Protector Mobile Gate Security A/S

Models

Motion Detection Zone: This revolutionary feature eliminates accidents and deaths in the dangerous 
area between a truck / semi-trailer and  gate / ramp.

Two-Way Blocking System: The mechanical two-way system blocks the truck / semi-trailer, 
preventing creeping, premature leaving of ramps, collisions and material damages.

Anti-theft: The two-way blocking system also provides security against theft, keeping cargo safe.

Universal: The Loading Dock Protector fits any type of truck. 

Loading Dock Protector is available in two models:
• LDP-1300
• LDP-2600

LDP-1300: Handles city trailers, refrigerated trailers and semi-trailers. 

LDP-2600: Handles city trailers, container trailers, refrigerated trailers, link trailers, and 4-axle trailers.
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Loading Dock Protector Mobile Gate Security A/S

Technical specifications

LDP-1300 specifications

LDP-2600 specifications

Wheel lock height : 220 mm

Power supply:  230V

Default mode:   Sleep (sensor activated)

Sensor technology: Micro waves/infrared

Noise level:   97 dB > 3 sec. pr. cycle

Total weight:  LDP-1300: 1.000 kg 

   LDP-2600: 1.425 kg

LED lights:  Life expectancy 50.000 hours

Material:   Steel

Surface:    Hot-dip galvanized

Assembly:  Threaded rods and anchoring adhesive

Foundation:   Concrete and SF-stones

LDP-1300 handles city trailers, refrigerated trailers and semi-trailers with a 
minimum height of 220 mm. 

Wheel diameter:  880 - 1060 mm

Min. distance from the
center of rear axle: 2300 mm

Max. distance from the 
center of the rear axle: 3600 mm 

Work area:  1300 mm

LDP-2600 handles city trailers, container trailres, refrigerated trailers, link 
trailers, semi-trailers and 4-axle trailers with a minimum height of 220 mm.

Wheel diameter:  880 - 1060 mm

Min. distance from the
center of rear axle: 1000 mm

Max. distance from the 
center of rear axle: 3600 mm 

Work area:  2600 mm
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Assembly and installation

Prices

* All prices are exclusive foundation, delivery 
and taxes.
NOTE: KIBO/MGS offers foundation (charged 
separately)

Power:   Customer ensures that power is available at the gate
  - External CE power plug (female plug, 230V 13A) 

Assembly:  Including installation of guide rails, ramps, sensors, adjustment of   
  sensors and cabling from gate to LDP *

  KIBO offers foundation (charged separately)

LDP-1300
36 months: 495 euro monthly.**

60 months: 325 euro monthly.**

Service once a 
year: 500 euro per unit

LDP-2600
36 months: 530 euro monthly**

60 months: 340 euro monthly**

Service once a 
year: 500 euro per unit

** Requires credit approval
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LDP-1300

Sales price: 16.100 euro

Service once a 
year: 500 euro per unit

LDP-2600

Sales price: 17.950 euro

Service once a 
year: 500 euro per unit

Sales prices

Leasing prices


